A hydrodynamics-based model of the highly complex flow around a rowing oar blade during a rowing stroke, consisting of an analytical shell velocity model fully coupled with a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, is presented. A temporal examination of the resulting blade force for a standard blade, decomposed into propulsive, drag, and lift components, illustrates the flow mechanisms responsible for shell propulsion and a blade propulsive efficiency term is defined. A comparison of blades with modified cant angles reveals that a -3° cant blade has a higher efficiency than the standard (-6° cant) blade.
Introduction
The evolution of rowing oar blade design through the years has been marked by subtle changes to a rather standard shape. Oar blade design has been largely dictated by the rowing stroke -operating under the biomechanical constraints of the rower and the mechanical constraints of the rowing equipment -which has remained essentially unchanged throughout the history of modern rowing. As such, radical changes to rowing blade design (i.e. surface area), and by extension to the oar shaft (i.e. length), have not been seen. Although minor modifications to blade profile design and oar shaft lengths have occurred, the basis for these changes has been largely qualitative, relying on unreliable on-water trials and rower feedback [1] . Owing to the difficulty in observing and understanding the complex flow around the blade during a stroke, a quantitative analysis of the bladewater interaction influencing blade design has yet to occur. Until recently, knowledge of this hydrodynamic character was obtained using simplistic one-or two-dimensional analytical flow models (e.g. [2] ) or flow experiments on stationary oar blades [3] . The shortcoming of existing blade flow models is that oar blade hydrodynamics are highly three-dimensional, with an evolving interaction with the water surface, which cannot be adequately accounted for with analytical force balances using rough approximations of blade drag and lift forces.
While steady-state flow experiments on stationary oar blades are able to capture the three-dimensional hydrodynamic effects of a blade near the water surface, it has been shown that this flow behaviour is substantially different than that for a blade in motion [4] .
With the emergence of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a tool to simulate the transient, three-dimensional free surface flow associated with an oar blade in motion, and the required computing power to do so, numerical simulation of the complete oar blade hydrodynamic picture is now possible. The ability to accurately simulate the flow conditions of an oar blade during a stroke will allow a deeper understanding of the mechanisms by which a blade generates shell propulsion, while simultaneously providing a means to allow modified blade designs to be quantitatively measured and compared [5] .
The present study begins with an outline of a comprehensive hydrodynamics-based model of the rowing stroke, where a transient CFD simulation is fully coupled to an analytical force-based shell velocity model. The ability of this model to accurately replicate the flow conditions of a rowing stroke is validated by comparing the simulated shell velocity using a standard blade to published experimental data. Examination of the evolving influence of drag and lift on the propulsive force ensues, and distinct flow regimes occurring throughout the stroke are outlined. Blade designs with modified cant angle (angle between the blade chord and the oar shaft) are then investigated, comparing these blades to the standard design, for a specified stroke, on the basis of blade propulsive efficiency.
Methods

Computational flow model
The three-dimensional flow domain for the CFD model simulates oar blade motion in the water during the drive with the frame of reference based on an accelerating shell. The domain consists of a box-shaped outer subdomain and a rotating cylindrical inner subdomain, containing a rectangular blade with the same surface curvature and cant angle as a standard hatchet blade, nested within (Fig. 1) . The blade tip is located at a radial distance from the axis of rotation equal to the oar outboard length (distance from the oarlock to the tip of the blade, in this case, 2.6 m) and the top edge of the blade is flush with the water surface at the beginning of the simulation. Oar rotation is achieved by rotating the entire cylindrical domain, while the bulk flow through the domain simulates the shell velocity.
The domain is discretized by applying separate grid meshes to the stationary and rotating domains, and the threedimensional unsteady turbulent Navier-Stokes equations are solved for each grid element. The free surface interface between the air and water regions is accomplished using a volume of fluid multiphase method [6] . The volume fraction of fluid (0 < φ i < 1) in each grid element is tracked during the solution stage, and the location of the free surface is constructed by combining elements of fractional φ in a linear piecewise manner [6] . The turbulence model selected is the shear stress transport model, which has been shown to accurately model flow separation from a foil in an adverse pressure gradient, similar to what is seen during oar blade motion [7] .
An unstructured tetrahedral mesh with a maximum element edge length of 10 cm in the bulk flow region and a smaller maximum element edge length of 0.5 cm on the blade surface, along with a 3 mm thick set of 25 inflated boundary layer cells, was created. Grid and timestep refinement testing indicated that this mesh, with 2.8 million elements, and a 0.005 s timestep produces independent results. The commercial CFD code ANSYS CFX was used in performing these simulations.
Analytical shell velocity model
The varying shell velocity during the drive is simulated using an analytical force-balance model of the rower-oarshell system, accounting for the propulsive force created by the blade, the motion of the crew centre of mass within the shell, and shell drag. The force balance is stated, In Eq. (1), the combined propulsive force generated by the crew, F propulsive,crew , is the propulsive force provided by a single oar obtained from the computational flow model, multiplied by the number of oars. The effect of rower motion within the shell, F momentum,crew , is accounted for using the mass of the crew and their instantaneous acceleration relative to the shell. This acceleration is derived from the velocity of the crew with respect to the shell, v relative,crew (Fig. 2) , determined by Atkinson (personal communication, April 2009) based on approximations of the position of the components of a rowers body throughout the stroke in relation to a known oar angular rotation. The hydrodynamic drag force on the shell, F drag,shell is a function of the square of the instantaneous shell velocity, v shell , and a constant drag factor.
Rowing stroke parameters
The physical parameters of the rowing stroke are specified to match those from Kleshnev's measurements [8] where a shell with four heavyweight male sweep rowers (each holding one oar) was rowed at a rate of 31.1 strokes-perminute. Using instrumented rowing equipment, data was obtained relating the linear velocity of the shell to the angular velocity of the oar during the stroke. This oar angular velocity, ω oar , is specified as an input in the present simulation (Fig. 2) . Because the oar angular velocity and the relative motion of the crew were obtained as discrete points, a polynomial function was fit to the data to provide both a more realistic representation of the actual quantities, as well as to smooth out any imprecision that may be present in the experimental data set, an issue that had distorted results from previous models [3, 4] .
There are brief periods during the drive phase when the oar is simultaneously rotating and the blade is being inserted and extracted from the water. The present simulation defines the beginning and end of the drive phase as the points when half of the blade is immersed. Measurements indicate that these locations correspond to the beginning and end, respectively, of when the blade generates a noticeable propulsive force in the water [9] .
Results
Model validation
Validation of the model lies in its ability to simulate shell velocity during the stroke. The shell velocity from the present simulation, and that from the measurements from which the simulation parameters were obtained [8] , are plotted in Fig. 3(a) . Shell velocity during the recovery phase (when the oar blade is not generating a propulsive force) is modelled using a similar force balance as during the drive phase, but without the blade propulsive term.
The simulation was run multiple times, varying the initial shell velocity until the velocity at the end of the stroke cycle (and thus immediately before the next cycle begins) equals the velocity at the beginning of the stroke, which is expected for a crew that is rowing at, and maintaining, an established stroke rate and a constant average velocity. The simulated shell velocity through the stroke follows a similar profile as in the experiment, providing confidence in the ability of the model to replicate the physics of the rowing stroke, accurately capturing the hydrodynamic character of a blade in motion.
(1)
Blade hydrodynamics during the stroke
The motion of the centre of the blade chord through the water follows an arc-shape in the stationary reference frame (Fig. 3(b) ). From the calculated flow and pressure fields around the blade through the drive, the resultant blade force can be determined. The component of this force acting in the direction of the shell motion (the propulsive force) in addition to the drag and lift force components acting parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to the nominal angle of attack (angle of the incident flow on the centre of the blade chord line, α nominal ) are plotted in Fig. 4 . Combining the relative blade motion with the temporal development of the forces acting on it reveals several distinct flow regimes occurring though the drive:
Phase I. From entry in the water (t = 0 s) until 0.20 s, the blade simultaneously moves laterally away from, and in the direction of, the shell motion (Fig. 3(b) ). This relative motion causes the water to approach the blade tip at a shallow nominal angle of attack, moving past the blade with minimal disturbance. This is reflected in the low propulsive force at the beginning of the drive (Fig. 4) . As the oar sweeps through the water, the angle of attack gradually increases, reaching approximately 15° by the end of this phase, resulting in an increasing lift force while maintaining low drag. Phase II. From 0.2 s to 0.4 s the blade continues to move laterally away from the shell, but it is now travelling opposite the direction of the shell motion (Fig. 3(b) ). The nominal angle of attack is increasing quicker, reaching approximately 75° by the end of this phase. As the flow approaches square to the face, blade drag increases while lift decreases, leading to an increasingly drag-induced propulsive force (Fig. 4) . The combined effect of drag and lift during this period leads to the highest propulsive force being generated during Phase II.
Phase III. Through the last 0.1 s of the drive the blade begins to move laterally back toward the shell, still opposite the direction of the shell motion (Fig. 3(b) ). The nominal angle of attack continues to rapidly sweep across the blade face, moving past perpendicular, reaching 140° by the end of the drive. With the flow approaching the blade at a high angle of attack, lift is minimal, and the propulsive force becomes dominated by drag (Fig. 4) . At the end of the drive, the flow is approaching the blade at an increasingly shallow angle of attack (as seen from the shaftside of the blade), resulting in decreased drag and a low propulsive force.
Oar blade propulsive efficiency
To quantify the relation between blade forces and resultant shell velocity, as well as to provide a basis for comparison of different blades, a propulsive efficiency term can be defined as the ratio of power delivered, in the form of shell propulsion, to the effort exerted by the rower on the oar handle, where l inboard is the oar inboard length (distance from the handle to the oarlock, in this case, 1.16 m) and F input,handle is the force applied by the rower at the handle, which is equal to the component of the blade force acting normal to the blade chord multiplied by the ratio of the outboard to the inboard lengths.
Examining the instantaneous blade efficiency over the duration of the drive (Fig. 4) , correlations with the phases are evident. Through the first half of Phase I, the nominal angle of attack remains only slightly greater than 0°, and efficiency is low but increasing. As the angle of attack approaches 5° near the middle of Phase I, the rising blade propulsive force is predominantly lift-induced, and the efficiency reaches its maximum. Through Phase II with the angle of attack increasing, lift force peaks while blade drag continues to rise, and efficiency decreases. In Phase III, lift is small and the propulsive force is largely dominated by drag, with efficiency remaining low. These relations are consistent with the mechanisms by which drag and lift forces are created -with higher losses associated with drag-induced flows (due to vortex formation) than lift flows. To increase blade efficiency -generating higher shell velocity for the same rower exertion, or maintaining shell velocity while reducing rower exertion -blade design should thus strive to utilize lift instead of drag to create shell propulsion.
Changes to cant angle
Exploiting the relation between blade efficiency and the influence of drag and lift -and by extension the angle of attack -design changes can be incorporated that will likely impact efficiency. Altering the blade cant by a given angle (with positive cant being defined as having the blade chord angled toward the bow of the shell), the angle of attack across the entire blade is shifted by the same degree. Using the same stroke parameters as the standard blade (which has -6° of cant), simulations with blade cant angles ranging from -9° to +3° were performed, and their instantaneous efficiencies plotted (Fig. 5) . Table 1 outlines the overall blade propulsive efficiency (the total propulsive power generated divided by the total power exerted during the drive), average drive velocity, and average power exerted for each blade design. With more positive cant, the flow approaches the blade at an increasingly steep angle of attack at the beginning of the drive, causing the lift-induced propulsive force to be generated earlier, resulting in a higher efficiency during Phase I. Toward the end of Phase I, the blades with increased cant experience an earlier peak in efficiency, owing to a quicker onset of drag. The efficiency profile for each blade remains approximately the same thereafter -decreasing though the drag-dominated Phase II, and rising slightly as drag decreases in Phase III. The -3° cant angle blade features the highest overall efficiency, slightly higher than the standard -6° cant angle blade.
(2)
Conclusions
A comprehensive hydrodynamics-based model of a rowing blade in the water during a stroke has been presented and validated against published measurement data. Stroke simulation results on a standard blade reveal the temporal influence of drag and lift on the generated propulsive force, as well the blade propulsive efficiency. Through the early part of the drive, the blade generates primarily lift forces as it moves through the water with a shallow but increasing angle of attack, resulting in a high propulsive efficiency. Through the middle of the drive, the angle of attack rises, and propulsion becomes increasingly drag-induced, causing efficiency to drop. Toward the end of the drive, with the flow sweeping beyond square to the blade face, the drag-induced propulsive force decreases, accompanied by a small increase in efficiency.
Noting the low propulsive efficiency and the low angle of attack early in the drive, changes to blade cant angle were implemented to increase blade efficiency in this region. It was found that by adding positive blade cant, lift force is generated earlier in the drive, resulting in a higher overall efficiency through the drive. The optimum amount of blade cant, resulting in the highest overall efficiency, was found to be -3°. 
